Healing Hugs Floating Image Cards
Compliments of www.TooCoolStamping.com

Supplies:
Stamp Sets – Healing Hugs (146530); All Things Thanks (143097); You’re Inspiring (145808)
Card Stock – Thick Whisper White (140272); Whisper White (100730)
Stamp Pads – Flirty Flamingo (147052); Pear Pizzazz (147104); Black Memento (132708)
Misc. – Basic Pearls (144219); Paper Snips (103579); Rectangle Stitched Framelits (148551); Dimensionals
(104430); Press n’ Seal Food Wrap

Measurements:
Card #1: Thick Whisper White: 8 1/2” x 5 1/2” for card base; 4” x 5 ¼” for background; scraps for images
Card #2: Thick Whisper White: 4 ¼” x 11” for card base; 3” x 4 ½” for Bottom Mat- scrap for sentiment

Instructions:
1. Using Healing Hugs stamp set, stamp 5 flowers in Flirty Flamingo ink and 5 sets of leaves in
Pear Pizzazz ink onto Whisper White cardstock scraps, then cut them out with Paper Snips.
2. Arrange the flowers on a 4” x 5 ¼” Whisper White Thick layer, covering the entire piece.
3. Cut off a piece of Press n’ Seal and lay over flowers securing to cardstock.
4. Trim excess that is hanging off the edge of the layer with your Paper Snips.
5. Run that layer through the Big Shot with the Rectangle Stitched dies creating two elements for
two cards: a frame and a center image.
6. Gently lift the Press n’ Seal off the frame layer, keeping the flowers and leaves attached to the
Press n’ Seal. Turn over and add a ton of Dimensionals to the back of the images.
7. Remove the backing paper off the Dimensionals and lay the entire layer back down over the
frame to adhere to the card front.
8. Stamp saying in Memento Tuxedo Black in the center of the frame.
9. For the second card, attach a Whisper White Rectangle Stitched shape using SNAIL adhesive.
10. Turn over the Press n’ Seal layer, add Dimensionals and mount the floating images onto the
card front.
11. Add the You’re Inspiring sentiment on a strip of Whisper White cardstock.
12. Add Pearls to embellish and the sentiment and you are done.

